The Nathanson Centre on Transnational Human Rights, Crime and Security

presents

**Law and Disorder**

A symposium and tribute to Margaret Evelyn Beare

9.30- 1.30 Morning session: *Symposium*

**Opening Keynote:** Peter German: Financial Crime - Do We Care?

**Policing People:**
- Anna Willats: Policing and gender-based violence - lessons learned
- Tonita Murray: Are professional police the answer to cost effective socially conscious policing?
- Peter Manning: The Quest for Police Accountability

**Policing Money**
- Sanaa Ahmed: The political economy of money laundering in Canada
- James Sheptycki: Policing the Global Money System
- Stephen Schneider: Polluted Culture: Unethical & Unlawful Behavior by Large Complex Financial Institutions

**Policing Corporations**
- Loreen Snider: Capital, Corporations and Corruption
- Craig Scott: Structural Corruption After SNC Lavalin: Thoughts on the Political-Industrial Complex

**Policing Networks**
- Stephen Wilks: Cryptocurrency and the Contemporary Challenge of Governing Networks Within Networks
- Alexandra Orlova: Digital Sovereignty, Anonymity and Freedom of Expression: Russia’s Fight to Re-Shape Internet Governance
- Elizabeth Kirley: The Progressive Interdependence of Human and Algorithmic Sleuthing in Police Investigations

Afternoon Session: *Tribute*

2:00 **Keynote:** Philip Stenning: Margaret: Scholar, Friend and Bonne Vivante

2:30 – 3:30 PM:
- Nathalie Des Rosiers (human rights)
- John Sewell (community activism re policing)
- Francois Tanguez Renaud (Nathanson)
- Mary Condon, Dean Osgoode
  Dean, LA&PS, York U

3:45 **Wine Toast and Informal Reception:** Hosted by Nhai Nguyen Beare
  (Arts and Letters Club, 14 Elm Street, two short blocks north of Dundas St., just off Yonge St.)